
On June 20th & 21st, you are going to vote to elect your 
representatives for the next 4 years.  Why vote for the CFE-CGC ?

Toulouse, le 20 février 2024

Airbus 
We have so much in common

Representatives 
who are like me

BELUGA 
TRANSPORT 

Your CFE-CGC elected representatives will listen to you and put their skills at 
your service during negotiations or CSE meetings, in particular to : 

➢ obtain a wage policy that is consistent with that of the Airbus Group as a 
whole, and in particular with that of the Aircraft Division.

➢ enhance the social base of Airbus Beluga Transport beyond the collective 
agreement for air transport (travel policy, working conditions, etc.)

➢ defending the collective interests of employees with regard to the 
management of the company, its economic and strategic development 
and the  continuity of jobs. 

You would like to develop your career plans or are considering a move, the 
CFE-CGC, the only trade union organisation present and representative at all 

Airbus group sites in France, will be able to support and advise you.

In addition, the CFE-CGC which manages the AISC at Airbus SAS undertakes 
to:

➢ maintain the affiliation of Airbus Beluga Transport to the AISC 
          as soon as the conditions are met
➢ allow payroll deduction to pay AISC benefits as soon as Airbus Beluga 

Transport’s payroll is managed by the Reward Opérations teams
➢ improve AISC benefits in line with the commitments made by the 

CFE-CGC Airbus SAS representatives in their election program. 
   
             Scan le QR code to find out more :
                                   (or click on it)

opposing sometimes, building often, suggesting always !

https://airbus.avions.cfe-cgc.fr/wp-content/uploads/2023/11/Demat-Projet_SAS-1-2.pdf
https://airbus.avions.cfe-cgc.fr/wp-content/uploads/2023/11/Demat-Projet_SAS-1-2.pdf


Vote for representatives who work with you everyday, who are 
close to you and familiar with your issues.

Representatives 
who are like me

Jan SUSSMANN
Specific Means Manager

Aline JAGLIN
Financial Controller

Stéphane RIZZOTTI
Mission leader

Frédéric RAYMOND
Project Management  Officer


